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-cost method for the preparation
of self-supported TiO2–WO3 ceramic
heterojunction wafers†

Neel M. Makwana,a Raul Quesada-Cabrera,a Ivan P. Parkin,a Paul F. McMillan,a

Andrew Millsb and Jawwad A. Darr*a

Robust, bilayer heterojunction photodiodes of TiO2–WO3 were prepared successfully by a simple, low-cost

powder pressing technique followed by heat-treatment. Exclusive photoirradiation of the TiO2 side of the

photodiode resulted in a rapid colour change (dark blue) on the WO3 surface as a result of reduction of W6+

toW5+ (confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy). This colour was long lived and shown to be stable

in a dry environment in air for several hours. A similar photoirradiation experiment in the presence of a mask

showed that charge transfer across the heterojunction occurred approximately normal to the TiO2 surface,

with little smearing out of the mask image. As a result of the highly efficient vectorial charge separation, the

photodiodes showed a tremendous increase in photocatalytic activity for the degradation of stearic acid,

compared to wafers of the respective individual materials when tested separately.
Introduction

Solar energy harvesting devices including heterojunction solar
cells and semiconductor photocatalysts effectively harness part
of the Sun's energy via efficient formation and separation of
photogenerated excitons.1–6 Earlier reports in the literature
focused on selecting and tuning semiconductors (e.g. by addi-
tion of dopant atoms7,8) with appropriate band gaps for light
absorption, and selecting band edge positions relevant to the
targeted reduction and oxidation processes. However, for a
single material, it is difficult to combine the desired charac-
teristics of efficient light absorption in the required wavelength
range while matching the redox potentials, and minimizing
recombination and trapping processes. Recently, researchers in
the eld have begun to develop photoelectrochemical devices
consisting of two or more coupled semiconductor materials as
thin lms or particles, using materials with complementary
band edge positions that make it easier to design and control
elements of the light absorption, redox and charge separation
processes. These arrangements substantially reduce the occur-
rence of the back reaction (i.e. electron–hole recombination).9–12

Architectural design of such solar driven devices based on
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coupled semiconductor systems, is thus critical for developing
high solar efficiencies.

In a heterojunction photocatalytic system, photogenerated
electrons and holes at different sides of the junction participate
in a variety of surface oxidation reactions, including organic
pollutant degradation,13–16 oxidation of water to O2,17 or the
removal of harmful bacteria or organisms,18,19 that are typically
coupled with the concomitant reduction of oxygen to water at
the opposing (oen dark) junction. Because of efficient vectorial
charge separation, heterojunction photocatalysts or devices can
display superior performance compared to analogous single
semiconductor systems.20

It is important to develop efficient, reliable and cost-effective
methods to produce such coupled photoelectrochemically
active systems. Heterojunction photocatalytic materials con-
sisting of multiple layered or composite semiconductors, or on
different crystal facets,21 have been prepared using a range of
synthesis methods, some of which can be laborious, oen
involving multiple steps (e.g. ion-exchange precipitation reac-
tions17,22,23) and taking many hours to complete, or requiring
expensive and specialized equipment or precursors (such as
chemical vapour deposition,16 sol–gel synthesis,14,24 and batch
hydrothermal synthesis25–27). Oen, in the case of layered het-
erojunction photocatalytic materials, a substrate layer is
required upon which the heterojunction is deposited/fabri-
cated, and although it may not take part in the photocatalytic
reaction, it can be considered an additional cost in the process.
Therefore, simpler, inexpensive synthesis routes based on
readily available and sustainable precursors and elements to
form robust, self-supported, semiconductor heterojunction
photocatalytic systems, are desirable.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 Conduction and valence band positions of TiO2 and WO3 with
arrows showing the proposed mechanism of electron and hole
transfer (and subsequent reduction of W6+ species).

Fig. 2 X-ray photoelectron spectrum showing the presence of W5+

reduced states on the WO3 surface following photoirradiation (75 W
xenon lamp) of the TiO2 surface of a TiO2–WO3 self-supported pho-
tocatalytic heterojunction.
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Recently, the authors reported a simple and inexpensive
method of producing self-supporting wafers of photocatalyti-
cally active TiO2 powders, using a cold-pressing technique.28

Here, we have extended the simple method to prepare self-
supported photocatalytic heterojunction (SPH) photodiodes
using commercially available WO3 and TiO2 powders. The
resulting photodiodes incorporate a relatively stable charge-
transfer heterojunction between the TiO2 and WO3 layers, and
show enhanced photocatalytic performance for the degradation
of stearic acid, a well-known organic pollutant, compared to
wafers of the individual photocatalysts.

Experimental
Chemicals and materials

Industrial grade titanium dioxide PC50 (anatase) was obtained
from Cristal Global (Stallingborough, UK) and tungsten(VI)
oxide (99.8% metals basis) was obtained from Alfa Aesar
(Lancashire, UK). Stearic acid (reagent grade, 95%) was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK).

Preparation of TiO2–WO3 ceramic photodiodes

Ceramic photodiodes were prepared by pressing powders in a
circular 25 mm diameter stainless steel die (Compacting Tool-
ing Inc., Philadelphia, USA) at a pressure of 200 bar, in the
extraction ram of a non-end-loaded piston cylinder press29

(Depths of the Earth Company, Arizona, USA) following a
similar procedure to Elouali et al.28 It was found that an even
powder distribution was important for the preparation of thin
and robust wafers. To prevent the powder from sticking to the
die, Mylar® sheets cut to size were placed on each die surface
and a razor blade was used to level the powder surface. This
aided in achieving a uniform thickness while minimizing wafer
fracture. For the preparation of the layered wafers (illustrated in
Fig. S1†), TiO2 (0.3 g) was rst placed in the die and leveled to
create an even surface, followed by the addition of WO3 (0.7 g)
on top of the TiO2 layer. Aer pressing, the ceramic photodiodes
were heat-treated in air at 500 �C for 6 h to enhance wafer
robustness. As shown in Fig. 3a some cracking occurred at the
edges of the WO3 layer; however, the bulk of the wafers
remained intact throughout testing and handling.

Investigation of heterojunction charge-transfer

In a typical experiment, the ceramic wafer was placed in a
sacricial solution consisting of 1 : 1 EtOH–H2O containing 0.1
M HCl. The TiO2 surface was irradiated with simulated solar
light using a 75 W xenon light source (Photon Technology
International, West Sussex, UK) tted with an AM 1.5G lter
(Newport Spectra-Physics Ltd., Oxfordshire, UK; spectral output
shown in Fig. S3a†) with lamp to sample distance of 14 cm. In
experiments to determine the directionality of electron transfer
pathways, a region of the TiO2 surface of the ceramic wafer was
masked for selective photoirradiation of the surface. A template
prepared from a 1 mm sheet of aluminum via CNC milling was
cut-out with the lettering ‘UCL’ (Fig. S2†) to investigate the
electron transport pathways through the ceramic wafer. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
template was placed directly on the TiO2 surface of the ceramic
wafer, and photoirradiation was carried out exactly as
mentioned earlier.
Stearic acid (SA) photocatalytic degradation tests

The photocatalytic performance of each pressed wafer was
determined by the photocatalytic degradation of SA, by the
amount of evolved CO2 monitored by FTIR spectroscopy at
regular intervals. Stearic acid (50 mL (10 mL for sample A2b), 0.05
M in CHCl3) was placed on the centre of the wafer surface of
interest, and the solvent allowed to evaporate. The coated wafer
was placed in a gastight glass cell tted with KBr windows, and
the internal atmosphere of the cell purged with argon gas to
remove traces of CO2. The wafer was placed with the irradiated
surface (as indicated in Fig. 5a–c) facing upwards so that the
surface was under direct UVA irradiation from 2 � 8 W 365 nm
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 17602–17608 | 17603
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Fig. 3 Image (a) shows the as-prepared TiO2–WO3 wafer with the WO3 surface visible (part of the TiO2 layer is seen at the edges of the wafer
where flaking occurred) and image (b) shows the discoloration of the WO3 surface after 45 minutes photoirradiation of the TiO2 surface. (c)
Illustration depicting the experimental setup for determining electron transfer pathways using a ‘UCL’ lettering template. Images (d) and (e) show
the appearance of ‘UCL’ lettering on theWO3 surface after photoirradiation of the TiO2 surface using a template at 5 and 35minutes, respectively.
Photoirradiation was from a 75 W xenon arc lamp.

Fig. 4 Typical infrared absorbance spectra obtained for the evolution
of CO2 during the photodegradation of stearic acid on TiO2–WO3

wafers under UVA (365 nm) light irradiation.
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UV lamp (Uvitec, Cambridge, UK; spectral output shown in
Fig. S3b†). The IR spectrum through the gas cell was measured
at regular intervals (PerkinElmer Spectrum RXI with Spectrum
v5.3.1 soware). To ensure no contamination from atmospheric
CO2, the sample chamber in the IR instrument (within which
the gas cell was placed for measurement) was purged with
argon gas for 5 minutes prior to each measurement. A series of
control experiments were carried out under irradiation; (i) an
empty gas cell, (ii) a TiO2 wafer in the absence of stearic acid,
and (iii) stearic acid on a glass substrate, to conrm the pres-
ence of atmospheric CO2 did not interfere with the
measurements.
Ceramic wafer characterisation

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data was collected using a Stoe Stadi P
diffractometer (Mo-Ka radiation, 0.70932 Å) in transmission
17604 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 17602–17608
geometry (2–40� 2q range, 0.5� step size and 5 s per step dwell).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
collected using a Thermo Scientic™ K-Alpha™+ spectrometer
using Al-Ka radiation with a constant pass energy of 50 eV. Data
was analysed using CasaXPS™ soware (version 2.3.16). Field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images were
obtained with a JEOL JSM-6700F microscope operating at 5 kV
accelerating voltage. As-prepared ceramic wafers were cracked
to expose the cross-sectional interface between the TiO2 and
WO3 layers, and all samples were gold coated prior to imaging.
Image analysis was performed using ImageJ soware (version
1.48v).
Results and discussion
Investigation of heterojunction charge-transfer

When a TiO2–WO3 SPH monolith was placed in a sacricial
electron donor solution and photoirradiated on the TiO2 side
only, a signicant, gradual dark blue colouration of the non-
illuminated, i.e. ‘dark’, WO3 side was observed within 45
minutes. Consideration of the expected conduction and
valence band positions of TiO2 and WO3 (Fig. 1) would lead to
the conclusion that in the SPH monoliths, photogenerated
electrons in the conduction band (CB) of TiO2 would be
shuttled across the heterojunction and into the CB of WO3,
whereas the photogenerated holes would react irreversibly
with the sacricial electron donor, ethanol. Therefore, the
electrons would be expected to accumulate in the conduction
band of WO3 where W6+ in the WO3 crystal lattice could be
reduced to W5+, causing a dark blue colouration that inten-
sies with increasing irradiation time. Indeed, as the pho-
toirradiated wafers retained their colour for several hours
when dried, it was possible to conrm, by X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), the presence of W5+ species as being
responsible for the colour change (Fig. 2). The two major 4f7/2
and 4f5/2 peaks centred at 35.61 and 37.79 eV are assigned to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagrams illustrating sample configuration and identifying surface containing stearic acid (SA) and UVA irradiation as: (a)
ceramic wafer of TiO2 only, SA and UVA irradiation on the same surface, (b) self-supported photocatalytic heterojunction (SPH) wafer of TiO2–
WO3with SA and UVA irradiation on the TiO2 surface, and (c) SPHwafer of TiO2–WO3with SA on theWO3 surface and UVA irradiation on the TiO2

surface. e� and h+ and their corresponding arrows on diagrams (a)–(c) indicate the expected mobility of electrons and holes in the ceramic
wafers. (d) Shows the CO2 evolution profile over the course of the degradation of stearic acid on ceramic wafers under UVA irradiation (2 � 8 W
365 nm).
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W6+ and the two smaller 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peaks centred at 34.45
and 36.59 eV are assigned to W5+. The reoxidation of W5+ to
W6+ by oxygen in air was very slow with the original, yellow/
green colour of the WO3 only fully reappearing aer
approximately 1 week following photo-activation, i.e.
“charging”. This suggests the SPH's could have potential
applications as light-activated oxygen indicators or reusable
writing media.

Following the onset of irradiation at the TiO2 side, the rst
observation of the light induced colour change at the WO3

surface occurred within 2 minutes. Over a period of 45
minutes the WO3 surface changed rapidly from light green to
dark blue (Fig. 3a and b). When the test was repeated with
direct irradiation of the WO3 surface, a colour change was
only observed at the edge of the wafer where some TiO2 was
exposed due to a small amount of aking of the WO3 layer
(Fig. 3a; the aking occurred as a result of the large micron
size WO3 powder having poor granular adhesion and non-
optimised pressing procedure). This conrms that the elec-
trons responsible for the colour change were photogenerated
in the TiO2, transported across the heterojunction and
accumulated in the WO3 CB, where they reduced W6+ to W5+.
In both cases with irradiation of either the TiO2 or WO3 side,
the TiO2 surface always remained white. When the wafer was
irradiated with visible light only (obtained by placing a UV
420 nm cut-off lter, Optivex™, between the lamp and
sample) no colour change in the WO3 side was observed,
suggesting that the effect could only be produced via UV
irradiation of the TiO2. Although it might be expected that
visible light irradiation of the WO3 surface should result in
appearance of a blue colour due to the reduction of W6+ to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
W5+, this process appeared to be very slow, implying the
trapping of the photogenerated holes on the WO3 by the
ethanol was much less effective than it was for TiO2, and a
colour change on the WO3 was not observed on the timescale
of this irradiation (ca. 1 hour) performed herein. While thin
lms of TiO2–WO3 are known for photocatalytic and photo-
chromic applications,30–33 the interaction between each
semiconductor is oen gained through layered growth to
form good electronic contact between the materials. In
contrast, here, a stable interface with excellent electronic
contact is formed between the TiO2 and WO3 powders solely
through the application of high-pressure pressing (the heat-
treatment is used only to strengthen the wafers and studies
have shown the electronic contact is present even before heat-
treatment).

To demonstrate the directionality of electron transfer
through the bilayer ceramic wafer, an aluminium mask with
the letters ‘UCL’ cut-out (Fig. S2†) was placed on the TiO2 side
to partially block the light irradiation (Fig. 3c). Rapid dark-
ening of the WO3 side was observed with the ‘UCL’ lettering
from the mask appearing with little distortion (Fig. 3d and e).
This observation indicated that charge transfer across the
heterojunction and through the wafer occurred approxi-
mately normal to the illuminated TiO2 surface with little
spreading. This could indicate that the carrier mean path
followed a line of least resistance between the photoactivated
sites and the WO3/air interface. This would be considered
benecial to photocatalytic applications because shorter
electron transfer pathways lead to more efficient overall
photocatalytic processes.4,34
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 17602–17608 | 17605
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Table 1 Formal quantum efficiency (FQE) and average stearic acid (SA)
degradation rate on ceramic wafer samples of TiO2 and TiO2–WO3, as
described in Fig. 5

Sample
FQE � 10�4

(molecules photon�1)
Rate � 1013

(molecules cm�2 min�1)

A1 1.7 1.1
A2 6.7 4.4
A2b 6.9 4.5
A3 2.7 1.8
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Stearic acid degradation experiments

To assess the photocatalytic activity of a self-supported TiO2–

WO3 SPH compared to an individual single powder monolith
pressed ceramic wafer, we employed a stearic acid (SA) degra-
dation test under UVA (365 nm) irradiation. Stearic acid is used
as a typical model compound for the hydrophobic, wax-like
organic pollutants that may coat internal and external surfaces.
The degradation of stearic acid is a mineralization process35

which proceeds to form carbon dioxide and water, as shown in
eqn (1):

CH3ðCH2Þ16CO2Hþ 26O2 ���������������!
semiconductor; hn$Ebg

18CO2 þ 18H2O

(1)

This process can be followed using FTIR spectroscopy to
monitor the disappearance of stearic acid. However, the tech-
nique is not practical for studying the pressed powder wafers
used here. Therefore, as a method of assessing the efficacy of
reaction (1), we chose to monitor by FTIR the amount of CO2

released into the gas phase.
A TiO2–WO3 SPH monolith coated on one side with SA was

placed inside a gastight IR glass cell and illuminated with UVA
light (365 nm; UV irradiance at the sample surface was ca. 0.59
mW cm�2). The FTIR spectrum of the headspace above the
sample was measured at regular intervals in order to follow the
increase in evolved CO2. Fig. 4 shows a typical set of IR absor-
bance spectra obtained, in which there is the emergence of
peaks in the range 2250–2400 cm�1, which correspond to the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of CO2.35 The
integrated area under the CO2 absorbance peak for each IR
spectrum, which is proportional to the concentration of CO2 in
the gas phase, was plotted as a function of irradiation time
(Fig. 5d). Control experiments carried out in the absence of a
photocatalyst and UVA light conrmed that CO2 detected within
the gas cell was evolved through the photocatalysed degradation
process.

Fig. 5a–c identies which surface of the TiO2–WO3 SPH
monolith was coated with stearic acid and which surface was
illuminated. Also shown are the expected electron–hole
transfer pathways (e� and h+ with arrows) in each irradiation
scenario. Sample A2 (TiO2–WO3 SPH monolith with SA on the
TiO2 side) exhibited a rate of CO2 generation eight times that
of a TiO2 only ceramic wafer (sample A1). For samples A1 and
A2, the photogenerated holes are able to effect, either by
direct or an indirect electron transfer mechanism, the
oxidative degradation of SA. The lower CO2 evolution rate of
sample A1 may be attributed to a less efficient vectorial
separation of the photogenerated electrons and holes and so
a greater rate of electron–hole recombination occurring
within the pure TiO2 wafer and on its surface. Conducting the
degradation experiment with smaller amounts of SA showed
that the degradation rate was independent of the quantity of
SA present, as shown for sample A2b (a TiO2–WO3 SPH
monolith with 10 mL of 0.05 M SA in CHCl3 solution on the
TiO2 side). Sample A3 (SPH with SA on WO3 side and irradi-
ation on the TiO2) appeared slightly more effective than
17606 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 17602–17608
sample A1 for SA degradation. Kim et al. have shown that
WO3, when photoexcited, can generate hydroxyl radicals
via reductive decomposition of H2O2 that is produced by
reduction of O2 on WO3.36 Thus, it is also likely herein that
photogenerated electrons on the surface of WO3 generate
H2O2, which can act as a secondary source of hydroxyl radi-
cals that are effective in aiding photocatalytic SA oxidation.
The photogenerated holes would then be able to oxidize
surface adsorbed H2O to O2. In contrast, a TiO2–WO3 SPH
with SA and UVA light on the WO3 surface yielded very
little CO2.

The data presented in Fig. 5d can be used to determine the
initial formal quantum efficiency (FQE) for the removal of SA,
dened as the ratio between the SA molecule degradation rate
and incident photon ux. The photon ux for the UVA light
source was calculated as 1.09 � 1015 photons cm�2 s�1. The
average values of the FQE and SA degradation rate are provided
in Table 1. From the FQE values reported, it is clear that the
photocatalytic activity is higher for the TiO2–WO3 heterojunc-
tion wafers, and similar ndings are reported in the literature
for composite thin lms of TiO2–WO3.16

Ceramic wafer characterisation

The ceramic wafers were analysed by XRD before and aer
heat-treatment. An XRD pattern of the TiO2 phase (Fig. 6)
conrms the TiO2 remains in the anatase structure. FE-SEM
images are shown in Fig. 7 where the distinction between the
TiO2 and WO3 layers is clearly apparent; suggesting the
interaction between the layers is a physical, rather than
chemical, interaction. Also apparent from the image is the
large difference in particle size between the two materials
(Fig. 7a and b). Despite this difference, the results described in
this work demonstrated that electron transfer is still feasible
between the particles. The average thickness of the WO3 layer
was measured as 82.2 � 3.2 mm. Fig. 7c shows an image of the
WO3 layer where loosely bound particles are seen in the area
marked a. Upon cracking of the ceramic wafer (to enable
imaging across the heterojunction interface) the physical
interaction between particles may have disrupted, resulting in
loosened particles. Conversely, the area marked b shows
particles in very close contact in the horizontal plane (which is
also the direction of compaction), across which it is believed
charge transport occurs. Fig. 7d shows an image of the TiO2

layer, although analysis was limited due to the low resolution
of the image.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 X-ray diffraction pattern of TiO2 phase of TiO2–WO3 ceramic
wafer following heat-treatment (500 �C, 6 h) identifying anatase
structure.

Fig. 7 FE-SEM images of the TiO2–WO3 ceramicwafer heterojunction
following preparation. Images (a) and (b) show the distinction between
the TiO2 and WO3 layers and the physical interface between the two
materials. Image (c) shows the WO3 layer, with the area marked a
showing loosely bound particles as a result of the disrupted physical
interaction when the ceramic wafer was cracked for imaging. The area
marked b shows particles in very close contact, as a result of the
compaction of the powder upon preparation of the ceramic wafer (the
compaction occurred in the horizontal plane). Image (d) shows the
TiO2 layer.
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Conclusions

In closing, the ndings presented herein show that simple and
robust TiO2–WO3 SPH monoliths can be manufactured using a
low-cost method by pressing the relevant powder assemblies
together at high pressure, followed by heat-treatment to
increase strength. The wafers are self-supported and thus do
not require a support layer. While TiO2 is known to be an effi-
cient photocatalyst in its own right, the formation of a semi-
conductor heterojunction material with WO3 provides greater
control over and enhances its photocatalytic activity. One main
factor leading to this is the vectorial charge separation and
reduction in electron–hole recombination due to the efficient
transfer of photogenerated electrons between the TiO2 andWO3

layers. The ndings demonstrate that an intimate electronic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
contact can be developed between different photocatalytic
powders through high-pressure pressing only, not requiring
multiple, oen complex, reaction steps or taking many hours to
complete.

To our knowledge, this is the rst report of a self-supported,
bilayer heterojunction prepared by a simple technique, for
which there is considerable potential for improved photo-
catalytic performance and applications. By carefully selecting
appropriate photocatalyst combinations to best exploit band
gaps and relative band positions (under suitable conditions), it
should be possible in the future to facilitate heterojunctions for
a wide range of photocatalytic reactions, such as water splitting
and CO2 reduction.
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